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Abstract. We observed the 1o torus from 820-1140
/_ on UT 20.25 July 1994 from a sounding rocket tele-
scope/spectrograph. These observations serve as only
the fourth published spectrum of the torus in this wave-
length range, and the only FUV data documenting the
state of the torus during the Shoemaker-Levy 9 impacts.
Introduction
/
At 05:54UT on 20 July 1994 our EUVS telescope and
spectrograph payload was successfully launched on a
Black Brandt IX sounding rocket from White Sands,
New Mexico, to obtain far ultraviolet spectra of Jupiter
and the Io plasma torus during the Shoemaker-Levy/9
(SL/9) impacts. The L impact had occured about 8
hours earlier and the N impact was still over 4 hours
in the future. We launched the payload at this time
to satisfy a variety of launch window constraints and
to obtain observations at a system III Central Merid-
ian Longitude (CML) of 180-t-20 degrees. CML 180 is
the longitude at which the Jovian north polar UV au-
rora are historically observed to peak (Livengood et al.
1990). Concurrently, the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
(EUVE) observatory was obtaining spectra of Jupiter
and the torus from 70 to 760/_, and the International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) was obtaining an 1150-1950
/_ spectrum of the torus. The EUVS data essentially
bridge the gap between the EUVE and the IUE spec-
tra. The closest Rosat x-ray observatory observations
began about 7 hours after the EUVS flight, approxi-
mately coincident with Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
observations that included torus spectroscopy {cf., Mc-
Grath et al. 1995; Waite et al. 1995).
EUVS observed Jupiter from a mission elapsed time
of T+ll5 seconds (upleg, 162 km) to T+390 seconds
(downleg, 193 kin). At apogee the zenith angles of
Jupiter and the Sun were 78.40 and 1240 , respectively;
the apparent Jupiter system II1 CML was 16G °. The
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B0V flux calibration star Spica (_ Vir) was observed
on the trajectory's downleg from T+395 sec (189 km)
to T+450 sec (108 kin). Following the Spica observa-
tions, payload operations were halted. The payload has
since been successfully reflown to obtain an EUV/FUV
spectrum of Venus in August 1994, and the lunar at-
mosphere occultation of Spica in April 1995.
Payload and Experiment Description
The EUVS payload consists of an EUV telescope, an
associated spectrograph, and accompanying detector,
power system, and telemetry electronics. The telescope
is a diamond-turned f/15 Welter type It grazing inci-
dence design, with a 30 cm aperture (cf., Cash et al.
1989). The primary mirror is Ni coated; the secondary
is SiC coated. Light from the telescope is focused onto
the entrance slit. The EUVS spectrograph is a 0.4m,
normal-incidence Rowland circle design. Together, the
spectrograph and its grating produce a nominal plate
scale of 13.9/_ mm -l. The spectrum is measured using
a 2-D resistive-anode (Ranicon) detector with an ac-
tive area measuring 25ram in diameter; the Ranicon's
microchannel plate is coated with a KBr photocathode
sensitive in the 700-1500 £ region of the ultraviolet.
Because the detector is windowless, the 404 pound in-
strument is launched under vacuum.
For the Jupiter/SL9 flight we constructed a spectro-
graph entrance slit that measured 380" {spatial dimen-
sion) ×100" {dispersion dimension). Since we did not
know, _ priori, whether the SL/9 impacts would in-
crease or decrease the emissions from Jupiter and the
Io torus, the 100" dispersion-dimension slit size was cho-
sen to maximize the total counts measured during the
flight by allowing all of the telescope's 40" FWHM point
spread function (PSF) to enter the slit. This sacrificed
spectral resolution for counting statistics, but ensured
that the entirety of the io torus was imaged onto the
detector. Because the entrance slit was larger than
both Jupiter and the terns, the spectral resolution of
the data was set by a coml>ination of the instrument
PSF and the size of the enfitting regions, which nomi-
nally corresponds to 27.7 _ for the torus observations.
This is comparable to that obtained by the Voyager 1
and 2 UV speclromet.er data (ll,'oadfoot et al. 1979).
The torus spectra made by I,;ll\;IC, IIIE, and AS'I'I/O
tlopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (IIIIT) have resolutions
of _. 3A, _ IIA, and _ :1 A, r,'sl>('ctively. Whereas
EU\"S, I':IlVE (Hall et al I_)!}'l), and Voyager view the
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entiretorus,IIUT (Mooset al. 1991)andIUEobserve
onlyaportionofasingleansainanygivenobservation.
WecenteredEUVS'entranceslitonJupiter,andori-
entedit to placeitslongaxisparalleltoJupiter'sequa-
tor. Tile380"slit,lengthslit correspondedto 20.7Rj
duringtheobservations.As such, Jupiter and both
torus ansae were simultaneously observed.
Data and Reductions
Figure 1 depicts the 2-D Jupiter/lo torus count spec-
trum EUVS obtained between T+146 and T+370 sec-
onds, when tile payload was above detectable telluric
absorption. To cleanly separate the torus data from
the Jupiter data, the 2-D detector image was divided
into three regions: Io west ansa, Jupiter, and Io east
ansa. The two Io torus regions were extracted as fol-
lows: First, we summed the entire Jupiter+lo torus
spectrum over all wavelengths to create an average spa-
tial profile. We then used a gaussian to fit the width of
the Jupiter signal, and subtracted a normalized gaus-
sian of this width and eentroid from the data at each
wavelength. Tests of the quality of this fit and subtrac-
tion of the Jupiter signal found there was < 3% Jovian
contamination at most. wavelengths, and < 6% contam-
ination at any wavelength. In what follows we describe
and then analyze the spectra of the east (dawn) and
west (dusk) Io torus ansa. In a subsequent report we
will analyze the EUVS spectrum of Jupiter itself.
The spectra were reduced as follows. First, tile detec-
tor background was determined by least-squares fitting
a straight line across the detector m each of 64 spa-
tial bins along the length of the entrance slit. Only the
region of the detector not exposed to light (i.e., the non-
slit region) was used. The resulting fit in each spatial
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Figure 1. The background-removed Jupiter-system count
spectrum obtained by EUVS. Emission from the two torus ansa
and Jupiter are each clearly distinguishable; notice the brightness
asymmetry between the two ansa (dusk, left; dawn fight).
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Figure 2. The effective area of the EUVS instrument derived
from laboratory measurements (asterisks) and in-flight
observations of the B0V star Spica (triangles). The error bars not
shown are smaller than the asterisks. Top panel; west (dawn)
region effective area; lower panel: east (dusk) region effective
area.
bin was then used l,o estimate the detector background
in the slit for that bin. For all bins the detector back-
ground was found to be < 1% of the signal in the slit
region of the detector. An equivalent background sub-
traction was performed on the Spica data.
Using the background-subtracted Spica dataset (with
a total of 43,911 counts above the region of detectable
telluric absorption), we computed separate effective area
calibrations for the west and e_st torus ansa regions of
the instru,nent. These are shown in Figures 2a and
2b respectively. The effective area abow, 912 _ was
calcttlat.ed using the Spiea counl, rate spectrum and an
archival llux reference spectrum of SI)ica (lloll)erg et
al. 1982). Belmv 912 A, 11 ionization il, the interstellar
mediuul inl.roduces an opacily which cuts _ffl' I,he Spiel
spectru,n; I herefore the only _,[l'_,cliv_' ar_'a dala w_. have
below 912 ,_ are laboratory measurements obtained us-
ing an O+/Ar resonance source at 834 _. The data
points obtained from Spica are shown in Figure 2 as
open triangles; data. points obtained in the laboratory
using calibrated oxygen and argon emissions are shown
as asterisks. The spline-fit we adopted to the combined
laboratory/Spiel data are shown as a solid line in each
panel. Using this fit, we converted the Io torus count
rate spectra to flux spectra.
A wavelength scale was established by a least-squares
fit to a series of Pt-lamp lines imaged onto the detector
before and after the flight. These wavelength scales
agree to within a few _ with the position of the 912
ISM H opacity cutoff in the Spica spectrum we obtained
in flight. The post-flight check of the wavelength scale
detected a slight shift, of 2.4 /_ to the blue. This is an
order of magnitude smaller than our spectral resolution,
and does not affect the following analysis.
The flux rate spectra were converted to Rayleighs per
13.84 tit spectral bin using the effective area of the in-
strument, the solid area of the slit, and slit filling factors
derived by M. Taylor from our data. In order to provide
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Figure 3. EUVS dawn (thin line) and dusk (thick line-spectra in
brightness per 13.84 A bin. We used a slit filling factor of 7.3 for
Z < 903 A and 10.7 for )_ > 903. The main features are the 834
A OII/II! blend, the 910 A Sll blend, and the spectrally
unresolved 1046 )_ SII complex.
Nyquist sampling, tile wavelength binning was chosen
to be twice the EUVS spectral resolution.
Figure 3 shows the brightness spectra we obtained for
both the dawn and dusk ansa of the torus. Notice that
because the EUVS instrument's effective area is much
higher at the red end of the bandpass than at the blue
end, these fluxes and brightnesses are quite different
from the counts spectra shown in Figure 1.
Our radiative transfer calculations to predict telluric
airglow spectra along the EUVS line of sight at the time
of these observations indicates that no telluric emission
exceeded 10 R, including H [ Lyman 13. As such, we con-
clude that the spectra shown here are not significantly
contaminated by terrestrial emissions. We ascribe the
following identifications to be the dominant source of
the brightest three torus features in these spectra: 834
(O II/lII), 910 A (S ll), and 1046 A (SII). The
weaker features have no! yet been conclusively iden-
tified. Table 1 presonts the derived brightnesses of the
three bright torus emission features in tabular form,
along with the measured Jinxes and derived total ra-
diated power of each ansa for each of these features.
Each line brightness was obtained I)y integrating over
the spectral resoluti(m (qements centered on tile feature.
The error bars are tim root-stun-square of the errors
due to counting stal.ist.ics, obs('u'ving g_:o,netry, detector
bael¢groun(I, and r{'si(Imd .}oviall contalnillation sources
or error. Effective ar_'a ('alil)ral i()n un('('rtainl.ies create
an additional iil|('_,ll;lilllV ill Ill,' al)soiul(' s(;al(_ of 30-
40%. We comment on three significant aspects of these
data:
• Dusk/Dawn Emission Asymmetries: The SL/9-epoch
dusk/dawn ratio of the 834 A OII feature is 1.0+0.3;
the 910 A dusk/dawn SIi ratio is 1.6+0.2; the 1046 A
SII ratio is 1.7+0.2 (these error bars were computed by
combining the uncertainties in our counting statistics,
observing geometry, detector foreground, and Jovian
contamination). The EUVS-derived sulfur asymmetry
ratio compares relatively well with Voyager-derived val-
ues of 1.1-1.6 (Shemansky & Sandel 1982). However,
an 80,000 second EUVE Io torus observation in early
1993 revealed dusk/dawn emission asymmetry ratios of
2.7 + 0.7 (OlI 539 A) and 2.3 4- 0.3 Sill (685 A), re-
spectively (Hall et al. 1994). An EUVE SL/9-epoch
dusk/dawn asymmetry was not reported in McGrath
et al. (1995), but one of us who is involved in the
EUVE SL/9-epoch data analysis (GRG) finds no sig-
nificant difference from the the Hall et al. (1994) re-
sult. It appears the EUVS dusk/dawn asymmetry is
significantly different from the EUVE asymmetry mea-
surements, but is similar to the Voyager results.
a SlI (910 A)/OII (834 A) and SII (1046 A)/OII (834
][) Line Ratios: Direct comparison of the brightnesses
and fluxes of our data to Voyager 1 and 2 and tIUT
data are not easily made, since the observing geome-
tries, resolutions, and slit filling factors of each obser-
vation are considerably different. Instead, we prefer to
present sulfur ion/oxygen ion line ratios for the dawn,
dusk, and dawn+dusk average spectra obtained by the
various instruments. The advantage of this approach is
that observing geometry and instrumental differences
largely cancel. Table 2 presents these comparisons for
the SII (910 ]t)/Oll (834 It) and SII (1046 A)/OII (NH
_) line ratios. The Voyager data source is Shemansky
(1987); the HUT data sources are Moos el. al. (1991)
and a personal communication (D.T. Hall 1995). No-
tice that the EUVS A/834 /_ line ratios are more like
the 1979 Voyager 1 and 2 observations than the 1990
HUT observations. Now consider the SII (1046 A)/OII
(834 /_) line ratios. Table 2 shows that the EUVS line
ratio is about twice the IIUT line ratio. Owing to Voy-
ager's spectral resolution limitations, these ratios are
not available in the Voyager dataset.
• 77w Lack of Strong Ell+Sill 1014-1021 /i Features:
This is in sharp conl.rast to the t[(v[" and Voyager
Table 1. Major Io Plasma Torus Emissions (820-1140/_,): 20.25 July 1994
Parameter 834 h (O [I/O III) 910 A (S ll) 1046 h (S II)
L
Dusk Ansa Brightness (R)
Dawn Ansa Brightness (R)
Dusk Ansa Flux (ergs cm -2 s-l)
Dawn Ansa Flux (ergs cm -2 s -1)
Dusk Ansa Power (ergs s -t)
Dawn Ansa Power (ergs s -J')
527+85 3424-68 2454-40
5054-81 2104-42 147+24
1.2-I-0.2 x 10 -lO 5.1 4-1.0 x 10 -L2 2.9 4- 0.5 x 10 -11
1.24-0.2 x 10-1° 3.0-t-0.2 x 10 -12 1.9+0.3 x 10 TM
9.3 -1-1.5 x 1018 3.8 4- 0.8 x 10 Is 2.4 4- 0.4 x 1018
8.9 4- 1.4 x 101_ 2.3 4- 0.5 x 10L8 1.4 4- 0.2 x 1018
- •
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Table 2. Comparative Torus Line Emission Ratios
EUVS (1994.6) Dawn Ansa 0.42 0.29
EUVS (1994.6) Dusk Ansa 0.65 0.47
HUT 1 (1990.9) Dawn Ansa 0.26 0.17
HUT 1 (1990.9) Dusk Ansa 0.16 N/A
Vgr 1 (1979.3) Dawn-t-Dusk Avg 0.42 N/A
Vgr 2 (1979.6) Dawn+Dusk Avg 0.52 N/A
HUT 1 (1990.9) Dawn+Dusk Avg 0.21 N/A
EUVS (1994.6) Dawn+Dusk Avg 0.54 0.38
datasets, where 1,his fi'alur_' is ahnosl, as protllitl_nl m+
the 834 h OII t'+,atur_' II is also ill contra.,-;I to eXl)+'cta-
tions b_sed on th< + i_l+,lltilicaliol_ of th+_ l{},lli A ['+'hi.tire
as SII (ef., the line strengths in Shemansky & Smith
1981), and therefore warrants detailed analysis.
In conclusion, we have obtained the only SL/9-epoch
Io plasma torus measurement in the important 820-1140
A range. Comparisons to the three previously pub-
lished EUV/FUV spectra of the Io torus reveal signif-
icant differences. Given the instrinsically-variable na-
ture of the toms and the small number of torus ob-
servations in the EUV/FUV (which leave this wave-
length region temporally-undersampled and therefore
ill-constrained), it is not presently possible to determine
SL/9's role in generating the spectrum we observed.
We look forward to Galileo EUV/FUV studies, which
should provide a much-expanded database from which
to draw this judgement.
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